
CYBERSECURITY PREDICTIONS

FOR 2022 & BEYOND

What security and technology trends are
expected to emerge or expand in 2022

and how can you prepare?

SPACE TRAVEL
#1

#2

Taking advantage of the huge wave of space tourism,Taking advantage of the huge wave of space tourism,

expect phishing attacks and faux websites to crop upexpect phishing attacks and faux websites to crop up

across social media and the Internet around this topic.across social media and the Internet around this topic.

5G IN EVERYTHING
#3

Businesses can expect that newer devices will beBusinesses can expect that newer devices will be

cellular-enabled, or cellular capable, to providecellular-enabled, or cellular capable, to provide

services outside of local area and Wi-Fi networks.services outside of local area and Wi-Fi networks.

TALENT RESOURCES
The year 2022 will prove to be the most challengingThe year 2022 will prove to be the most challenging

yet in finding cybersecurity talent, and the imbalanceyet in finding cybersecurity talent, and the imbalance

between demand and supply will cause salary spikesbetween demand and supply will cause salary spikes

across all level of IT security professionals.across all level of IT security professionals.

#4
RANSOMWARE REINVENTED

New paradigms to extort money will emerge in 2022New paradigms to extort money will emerge in 2022

and organizations should expect ransomware toand organizations should expect ransomware to

become personalized and increasingly involvebecome personalized and increasingly involve

different types of assets, like IoT.different types of assets, like IoT.

SUPPLY CHAIN KINKS
#5

Supply chain attacks will mature in 2022, whileSupply chain attacks will mature in 2022, while

expanding in scope and sophistication, meaning thatexpanding in scope and sophistication, meaning that

more third-party solutions and common developmentmore third-party solutions and common development

practices are likely to be targeted.practices are likely to be targeted.

#6
CYBER INSURANCE TERMINATION

Expect a tsunami of cyber insurance cancellations andExpect a tsunami of cyber insurance cancellations and

a mad scramble to obtain new coverage, potentially ata mad scramble to obtain new coverage, potentially at

much higher rates; proper cybersecurity hygiene willmuch higher rates; proper cybersecurity hygiene will

be demanded by cyber insurance underwriters.be demanded by cyber insurance underwriters.

FREEDOM OF SOCIAL NETWORKS 
#7

Expect to see tighter controls on the content that isExpect to see tighter controls on the content that is

distributed via social platforms, reliable attestationdistributed via social platforms, reliable attestation

for the source of the material, and potentiallyfor the source of the material, and potentially

access to the data for authorities.access to the data for authorities.

#8

 SOFTLY, SOFTLY
Next year will see the average time from intrusion toNext year will see the average time from intrusion to

detection grow, giving attackers more time to performdetection grow, giving attackers more time to perform

reconnaissance and wreak havoc on systems byreconnaissance and wreak havoc on systems by

establishing long-term residence within networks.establishing long-term residence within networks.

BROKEN RECORD
#9

The number of successful attacks will continue toThe number of successful attacks will continue to

grow, the average cost to the victim organization pergrow, the average cost to the victim organization per

successful attack will rise, and the pattern will repeat.successful attack will rise, and the pattern will repeat.  

BUT WAIT, THERE'S MORE...

For more details and 5 more exclusive predictions
looking further into the future, visit our blog:

READ MORE

https://www.beyondtrust.com/blog/entry/beyondtrust-cybersecurity-trend-predictions

